
 

 

 

 

 

Thanks for purchasing Technique Tuesday’s digital die lines. Each set of Technique Tuesday die lines come in 
three file formats - ai, .svg, .dxf. Please see the instruction manual for your die cutting machine to figure out 
which file format you should use. 

Our die lines are designed to work with Technique Tuesday stamp sets or work together to let you build layered 
elements. Here’s an example using a scalloped circle from our Seal Companion stamp set showing how the die 
line sizes work: 

Mask: The smallest die lines are called the mask and they 
are shown here in red. The mask-size die lines follow the 
shape of the stamp images as closely as possible. You 
can use the mask-size die lines to make elements with 
little or no margin showing around your stamped image. 
(For example, you could use this size for a masking 
technique.) When a stamp image has very fine details 
that do not work well as die lines, the mask-size die line 
may not be included. 

Image: The image-size die lines are shown in green and 
are 1/12” larger than the images in the companion 
stamp set. You can use the image-size die lines to make 
elements with a small margin showing around the 
stamped image. Or you can use the image-size die lines 
to make a layer to go around elements you cut out using 
the mask-size die lines. 

Base: The base-size die lines are 1/6” larger than the 
stamp images and the image-size die lines. You can use 

the base-size die lines to make elements with a wider margin showing around the stamped image. Or you can 
use the elements you cut out using the base-size die lines to make additional layers for the other die line sizes. 

If you haven’t already read the license agreement that came with these digital die lines, please do so. The 
license agreement includes information about how you can use our digital die lines. 

If you would like to see more project ideas, please join one or all of our online communities. We share project 
ideas every day on our Blog, Facebook page, Pinterest boards, Instagram, and Twitter. You may also want to sign 
up for our newsletter. In addition to project ideas, our newsletters feature tips and techniques for using our 
products, new product announcements, and exclusive online promotions.  

You can learn more on our website at www.TechniqueTuesday.com. 
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